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ABSTRACT
Recent observations of quasars, Mrk 335 and the HST quasar composite spectrum, have indicated
that many quasars have remarkably soft ionizing continua 13.6È100 eV). We point out that( fl P l~2,the number of photons with hl[ 54.4 eV is insufficient to create the observed strengths of the He II
emission lines. While the numbers of photons which energize C IV j1549 and O VI j1034 are sufficient,
even the most efficiently emitting clouds for these two lines must each cover at least 20%È40% of the
source. If the typical quasar ionizing continuum is indeed this soft, then we must conclude that the
broad emission line clouds must see a very di†erent (harder) continuum than we see. The other viable
possibility is that the UVÈEUV SED is double peaked, with the second peaking near 54 eV, its Wien tail
being the observed soft X-ray excess.
Subject headings : line : formation È quasars : emission lines È ultraviolet : galaxies
1. INTRODUCTION
Since the recognition in 1963 of quasars as the most lumi-
nous entities in the universe, the continuum spectral energy
distributions (SEDs) of quasars and active galactic nuclei
have been studied extensively as a means of understanding
these energetic objects (e.g., & SargentMalkan 1982 ;
et al. et al. Of secondary impor-Sanders 1989 ; Elvis 1994).
tance is the fact that this continuum ionizes and excites the
gas that emits the observed broad emission lines (Davidson
Important to both is knowledge of the strength and1977).
shape of the ionizing continuum (13.6 eVÈ1 keV).
Determining the SED and number of ionizing photons
has been difficult since most of the ionizing continuum lies
in the unobservable portions of the spectrum. This contin-
uum had to be inferred based upon the strengths of
observed emission lines, such as He II j1640 &(Mathews
Ferland and others Courvoisier, & Robin-1987), (Binette,
son & Kallman et al.1988 ; Krolik 1988 ; Binette 1989 ;
& Santos-LleoClavel 1990 ; Zheng 1991 ; Gondhalekar
Fang, & Binette However, with the1992 ; Zheng, 1992).
advent of high-quality ground-based and space-based
observations, the ““ unobservable gap ÏÏ has begun to narrow
substantially from the low- and high-energy ends of the
ionizing spectrum. Based upon some of these recent con-
temporaneous broadband continuum observations, we will
consider the continuumÈbroad emission line energy
budgets of quasars and discuss whether or not these
observed continuum SEDs might di†er signiÐcantly from
those incident upon the broad emission line clouds. The
energy budget problem in its most general form was investi-
gated by Netzer (1985).
Contemporaneous ground-based, IUE, HUT , and
1 Operated by the Association of Universities for Research in
Astronomy (AURA), Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National
Science Foundation.
BBXRT observations led et al. to proposeZheng (1995)
that a comptonized accretion disk produces the continuum
SED for Mrk 335. Their proposed continuum is one which,
beginning near the rest-frame Lyman limit (912 falls asÓ),
before meeting the X-ray power law (see alsofl P l~2 Schulte, & RachenMannheim, 1995).
More recently, et al. presented a compositeZheng (1997)
HST quasar spectrum. The quasar redshifts of zZ 1
allowed them to observe into the rest-frame far-UV. The
analysis of Zheng et al. showed that an SED very similar to
that inferred for Mrk 335 was consistent with their compos-
ite quasar spectrum, corrected for Galactic reddening and
intergalactic absorption. Based upon the results of Zheng et
al. and their quasar soft X-ray composite spectrum, etLaor
al. also suggested the absence of an EUV bump.(1997)
This very soft UV bump may apply to high-redshift
quasars as well. Multiwavelength observations by Bechtold
et al. et al. and et al. pre-(1994), Elvis (1994), Kuhn (1995)
sented similar evidence for soft Lyman continua in these
objects after correcting for Galactic reddening and inter-
galactic absorption. They inferred a natural connection
between their data near the Lyman limit and the X-ray
observations, the inferred slope being roughly that of the
Comptonized accretion disk spectrum model of et al.Zheng
(1995).
Such a soft ionizing continuum is surprising, especially in
Mrk 335, which historically is known to be a relatively
strong emitter of He II. et al. found (He IIZheng (1995) Wjj1640) B 11.5 while from the IUE archivesÓ, Koratkar
found an average equivalent with of about 13 in(1990) Ó
this line. Over a 6 year period (1989È1990) et al.Kassebaum
found (He II j4686) B 22 (see also(1997) Wj Ó Shuder 1981 ;& Green In this paper, we will show thatBoroson 1992).
because of the paucity of 54.4 eV photons, this SED is
unlikely to account for the observed equivalent width of
He II j1640 in Mrk 335 or in the composite HST quasar
spectrum. Thus if the observed SEDs have been inferred
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correctly, the broad emission line clouds must see a di†erent,
harder continuum than we observe. We present the calcula-
tions in A discussion of this conundrum and other° 2.
possible explanations and a summary follow in °° and3 4.
2. THE MAXIMUM He II j1640 EQUIVALENT WIDTH
Our goal is to search for those cloud parameters (gas
density and ionizing Ñux) that maximize the emission of
He II j1640 and compare the energy emitted to that
observed. Of course, one could produce an approximate
theoretical limit to the He II equivalent width based upon
the number of photons at energies greater than 54.4 eV, and
assuming case B emissivity et(MacAlpine 1981 ; MacAlpine
al. & Ferland However, collisional1985 ; Mathews 1987).
excitation as well as optical depth e†ects will modify this
result, and so we have chosen to run numerical simulations
to identify the maximum theoretical limit to the He II j1640
equivalent width for a given incident SED. While we rely on
the numerical results, we note that the predicted emission
was essentially case B, except at high densities where the
predicted Ñux was D2 times larger and at high incident Ñux
where thermalization at large optical depth depressed the
emission below case B.
Using the photoionization code CLOUDY (c90.03 ;
we computed a grid of broad emission lineFerland 1996),
spectra in the gas densityÈhydrogen ionizing Ñux plane (see
et al. Using a piecewise power law Ðtted toKorista 1997).
the spectrum of Mrk 335 inferred by et al.Zheng (1995),
spectra from 841 clouds were computed. The flP l~2power law spanned from 1000 to 100 eV; a(100È700Ó
eV)B 1.6 ; a([700 eV)B 1 ; This value of isaox B 1.46. aoxrather soft for a Seyfert 1, but is typical for moderate-
luminosity QSOs such as those in the HST quasar compos-
ite et al. et al. The gas density and(Wilkes 1994 ; Laor 1997).
ionizing Ñux spanned 7 orders of magnitude along each
axis, and we assumed a column density of 1023 cm~2 and
solar abundances. A larger column density will not increase
the maximum equivalent width of He II j1640, and higher
metal abundances will reduce its equivalent width due to
the increased metal opacity et al. In(Ferland 1996). Figure 1
FIG. 1.ÈContours of for four emission lines for the soft SED grid are shown as a function of the hydrogen density and Ñux of hydrogen ionizinglog Wjphotons. Line strengths are expressed as logarithmic equivalent widths referenced to the incident continuum at 1215 for full source coverage. The smallestÓ
decade contoured is 1 each solid line is 1 dex, and dotted lines represent 0.2 dex steps. In each case the peak in the equivalent width distribution liesÓ,
beneath the center of a solid triangle. The contours generally decrease monotonically from the peak to the 1 contour. The solid star is a reference pointÓ
marking the ““ standard BLR ÏÏ parameters discussed by & NetzerDavidson (1979).
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we plot in the gas densityÈhydrogen ionizing Ñux plane
contours of four emission line equivalent widths, referenced
to the incident continuum at 1215 as in et al.Ó, Baldwin
and et al. The cloud covering fraction(1995) Korista (1997).
is assumed to be full in each case. A comparison of these( f
c
)
line equivalent widths with those from the latter two refer-
ences demonstrates the diminished emission-line equivalent
widths resulting from the very soft spectrum employed here.
Note that contour ratios in are equivalent to lineFigure 1
Ñux ratios since the line equivalent widths are all referenced
to the same continuum point at 1215 Ó.
As indicated in these calculations show that thisFigure 1,
soft continuum generates a maximum equivalent width
(with in He II j1640 of B13 as measured at 1640f
c
\ 1) Ó,
From the cloud that emits He II j1640 opti-Ó. Figure 1,
mally has and log '(H) B 21, correspondinglog nH B 12.75to log U(H)B [2.25. Here '(H) is the hydrogen ionizing
photon Ñux and The observed equiva-U(H) 4'(H)/(nH c).lent widths in this line in Mrk 335 and the composite HST
quasar spectrum are B11.5 and B4.5 respectively. TheÓ Ó,
Mrk 335 measurement contains a minority narrow line con-
tribution, but this matters little since sufficient numbers of
54.4 eV photons still need to emerge from the nucleus to
ionize the narrow line clouds. The case of Mrk 335 would
require nearly full global coverage of the source by these
optimally emitting He II clouds. However, if the column den-
sities of these particular clouds were comparable to those
expected for typical broad line clouds (1022h24 cm~2), this
shell would be opaque between 13.6 eV and a few keV, while
such absorption is never seen. In addition, the presence of
strong O VI j1034 and signiÐcant intercombination line
strengths in the spectrum of Mrk 335 and the quasar com-
posite spectrum require populations of clouds with other
parameters. Thus, the emitting clouds of the BLR cannot all
be those that emit He II optimally (see and an ensem-Fig. 1),
ble of BLR clouds exposed to this soft continuum is more
likely (e.g., et al. Integrating over an ensem-Baldwin 1995).
ble of clouds leads to predicted He II j1640 equivalent
widths of B 3È4 for much lower than theÓ f
c
\ 0.5,
observed equivalent width in Mrk 335. Thus, the inferred
SED at 54.4 eV of Mrk 335 is too weak by factors of several.
For the HST quasar composite we can consider sta-
tistical arguments concerning the cloud covering fraction.
et al. et al. Kinney,Smith (1981), Kinney (1985), Antonucci,
& Ford Kinney, & Bohlin and(1989), Koratkar, (1992),
others searched for and did not Ðnd intrinsic Lyman limit
absorption in the spectra of quasars, arguing for cloud
covering fractions of D10%. For this covering fraction and
the predicted (He II j1640) B (6È8Wj Ó) ( fc)\ 0.6È0.8 Óthe HST quasar composite spectrumÏs SED at 54.4 eV is at
least 5 times too weak ; covering fractions of 56%È75% are
required.
These calculations assumed thermal intrinsic line widths.
If signiÐcant turbulence or streaming is present within the
emitting gas, then the line optical depths will diminish
(perhaps along preferred directions). However, we Ðnd that
the introduction of nonthermal line widths does not change
the maximum equivalent width of He II j1640, but merely
shifts this maximum to clouds exposed to higher ionizing
Ñuxes.
We conclude that this soft SED cannot account for the
observed strengths of the He II emission lines in quasars and
AGNs, at least under the usual assumption that the cloud
covering fraction is less than 1.
3. DISCUSSION
3.1. Incident EUV Flux Brighter T han Observed?
Either the inferred continua are incorrect or else the
clouds see a brighter EUV bump than we do. The latter is
possible if the clouds are located in a Ñattened geometry, for
example, and we view the quasar preferentially from above
in the presence of an intrinsically anisotropic continuum.
The predicted SEDs of simple accretion disk models do
predict the disk to become harder at larger inclinations due
to relativistic e†ects & Malkan Scenarios such(Sun 1989).
as this have been discussed before for broad line clouds, on
theoretical bases (e.g., as well as observationalNetzer 1987),
ones et al. et al. &(Wanders 1995 ; Ferland 1996 ; Goad
Wanders An ionizing photon deÐcit became apparent1996).
more than a decade ago in the observations of extended
narrow line regions of Seyfert galaxies et al.(Neugebauer
Ward, & Hani† et al. a1980 ; Wilson, 1988 ; Penston 1990) ;
comprehensive review of this problem is given by Binette,
Fosbury, & Parker However, this is the Ðrst time(1993).
that observations have provided such a straightforward and
stringent test for the broad emission line clouds. If this is
true, it has important consequences for our understanding
of quasars.
3.2. Is the UV -EUV Bump ““Double Peaked ÏÏ?
It is to be emphasized that the spectrum of an AGN or
quasar has never been observed at 54 eV in the rest frame.
Thus, a second possibility is that the SED at energies of
D40È300 eV is rather fortuitously dominated by a second,
powerful, EUV bump, peaking near 54 eV. In order to power
the He II line in Mrk 335, it would have to contain energy
comparable to the ““ classical ÏÏ UV bump. There is evidence
for such power in the EUV in at least one object. Mrk 478 is
1È3 times brighter in at D120 eV than it is at 1300lL l Óet al. et al. At higher(Gondhalekar 1994 ; Marshall 1996).
energies, viz., D200È400 eV, a soft X-ray excess has been
observed in many AGNs and quasars (e.g., et al.Saxton
Perhaps this excess is not the tail of the classical UV1993).
bump (or associated accretion disk), but the Wien tail of a
separate EUV bump. This EUV bump would have to lie
just beyond the soft Lyman continuum which extends to at
least 30 eV in the composite HST quasar spectrum, and its
Wien tail would be the observed soft X-ray excess. A single
blackbody with K might accomplish this.TBBD 2 ] 105The origin of such a component is unclear but could be the
result of reprocessing & or a large(Czerny Z0 ycki 1994),
He II Lyman discontinuity in emission arising from the
accretion disk & Hubeny(Hubeny 1997).
3.3. Another Energy Source?
Another possibility is that another source of energy is
available to the clouds other than photoionization from the
central source, such as has been suggested for some of the
the Fe II emission in quasars (Collin-Souffrin 1986 ; Joly
This does not seem likely for He II , however, based1987).
upon the results of the line-continuum reverberation cam-
paigns for AGNs (e.g., et al. including MrkKorista 1995),
335 et al. that show a strong correlation(Kassebaum 1997),
between the strength of He II and the continuum.
3.4. L ow Column Density He IIÈemitting Clouds?
In we concluded that even if there exists a special type° 2
of He IIÈemitting cloud population that fully covers the
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continuum source, it would be opaque to ionizing photons
for standard broad emission line cloud column densities
[N(H) B 1022h24 cm~2]. Our calculations show that the
clouds which emit He II j1640 optimally barely(Fig. 1)
reproduce the observed equivalent width in Mrk 335 with a
minimum column density N(H) B 1020.3 and full source
coverage. Such clouds are optically thick between 54.4 eV
and D200 eV but are optically thin at all other energies.
With the exception of those lines that are emitted in the
He`` zone, such a He` Lyman continuum Ðlter would
have relatively minor e†ects on the emitted spectrum of
clouds that lie outside the Ðlter. C IV j1549 would emit at
roughly two-thirds strength in clouds that lie outside the
Ðlter. Thus in this way, well-layered clouds with chosen
parameters would allow the integrated covering fraction of
the BLR to be greater than 1, and the observed He II
strength could be reconciled with the soft ionizing SED.
There are at least two problems with this scenario,
however. First, it is improbable that this soft ionizing SED
can simultaneously account for the observed He II j1640
and O VI j1034 equivalent widths. The observed O VI
(broad line) equivalent widths of 23 in Mrk 335 and 16Ó Ó
in the quasar composite require the clouds that emit O VI
most efficiently to cover 30% of the source in Mrk(Fig. 1)
335 and typically 20% of the source in the quasar composite
spectrum. These same clouds must have larger ionization
parameters and column densities (D1022h23 cm~2) than the
optimal He IIÈemitting clouds, and thus be completely
opaque to the He` Lyman continuum out to a few keV.
Since no O VI is emitted in the optimal He IIÈemitting
clouds the O VI emitters must lie closer to the(Fig. 1),
continuum source than the He IIÈemitting shell (some of the
O VI emission could originate outside the He IIÈemitting
shell, but at efficiency due to the shellÏs opacity). In the[13case of Mrk 335, 30% of the He` Lyman continuum
photons that were required to illuminate the He IIÈemitting
shell would be absorbed by the O VIÈemitting clouds inside
the shell. The equivalent width of He II j1640 emitted in the
O VI clouds amounts to 0.3] 8 not quite enough toÓ,
account for the deÐcit of He II emission in the shell due to
the opacity of the O VI clouds.
A related problem is the observed C IV equivalent widths.
As a bolometer C IVj1549 is less sensitive to the gas abun-
dances. Its observed equivalent widths of 50 and 69 inÓ Ó
Mrk 335 and the quasar composite spectrum require the
most optimally emitting C IV clouds to cover 28%(Fig. 1)
and 38% of the source, respectively. The required source
coverages become larger in the presence of less efficient
C IVÈemitting clouds and larger still in the presence of an
interior He IIÈemitting shell. However, in contrast to He II
j1640, signiÐcant nonthermal gas motions would increase
the peak equivalent widths of C IV and O VI, reducing some-
what their required cloud covering fractions.
A Ðnal problem with this scenario is that if the bulk of
He II is emitted in this special set of low column density
clouds, their response to continuum variations would likely
be small or even negative, and certainly not strongly posi-
tive, contrary to what has been observed in Mrk 335
et al. and other Seyfert 1 galaxies(Kassebaum 1997) (Clavel
et al. 1991).
3.5. Possible Pitfalls in the Interpretations of the
Observations
It is possible that the far-UV continuum of the HST
quasar composite was not correctly inferred. SigniÐcant
corrections for intervening absorption had to be made to
the data. et al. claim an uncertainty in theirZheng (1997)
350È1050 slope of ^0.15 ; however, even if this were anÓ
underestimate, they Ðnd consistency with previous mea-
surements of far-UV slopes in other quasars.
It should also be noted that the composite HST quasar
spectrum is composed of a varying number of constituents
at di†erent wavelengths. SpeciÐcally, while most objects in
the composite contributed to He II j1640, a diminishing
number contributed to wavelengths shorter than about
1000 Thus, determining how representative the compos-Ó.
ite spectrum is of the individual quasars is not straightfor-
ward. In particular, it is unclear from a composite spectrum
how the He II strengths in individual objects correlate with
the far-UV SEDs. Although in the case of Mrk 335 there
was minimal far-UV spectral coverage, the contempora-
neous multiwavelength nature of these observations miti-
gates the ““ composite ÏÏ problem, and it demonstrates a
larger deÐcit of 54.4 eV photons.
4. SUMMARY
In summary, recent observations of quasars have indi-
cated many quasars have remarkably soft ionizing contin-
ua, so that the number of 54.4 eV photons is insufficient to
create the observed strengths of the He II emission lines.
While the numbers of photons which energize C IV j1549
and O VI j1034 are sufficient, even the most efficiently emit-
ting clouds for these two lines must each cover at least
20%È40% of the source. If the soft ionizing continua con-
clusion holds up under further scrutiny and the phenome-
non is common, then we consider the most likely conclusion
to be that the broad emission line clouds must see a very
di†erent (harder) continuum than we see. The other viable
option would seem to be that the UVÈEUV SED is double
peaked, with the second peaking near 54 eV, its Wien tail
being the observed soft X-ray excess.
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